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People who are really serious about software
should make their own hardware-Alan Kay

Design script
Please prepare a smart lighting design script for each lighting project which should include:
•
•
•

•
•

Floor plan and the functions of each zone;
Lights' model, number, parameter and position;
Zones, it is suggested to divide site into zones according to their lighting functions and make sure each zone contain no more
than 100 lights and with no objects that may block the wireless signal transmission, such as concrete walls or large metal
objects. The size of a zone should not outreach the limit of wireless coverage
• For interior application, better keep node distance less than 20 meters, zone diameter less than 50;
• For exterior application (clear of sight), better keep node distance less than 40 meters, zone diameter less than 100 meters;
Design the group number, names, scene number, names and approximate scene design for each zone;
Design the switch type and number and the function of the buttons for each zone;

Parameter for luminaire with sensor
The lights with embedded sensors can detect human movements and ambient light level and automatically turn
on/off, dim the lights to provide comfortable, healthy and energy saving lighting.
There are some parameters for lights with embedded sensors, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timer 1, lights will maintain working level lighting during the “Timer 1”period each time they detect a human movement;
Timer 2, lights will start timer 2 after they do not detect any movement during a period of timer 1 after the last detection of movement, the light
level will dim down to MinLevel during timer 2 period to remind users;
Dim down level (MinLevel), the ratio of the dim down level for timer 2 period; It is calculated as percentage of the working light level;
Linkage light level: if a light does not detect movement (both timer 1 and timer 2 timed out) but other lights in the same group detects movement,
and the linkage is turned on in this group, then this light will dim to linkage light level; Linkage light level is calculated as percentage of the working
light level;
Working light level: the light level when a light detects human movements. The light level of a light is automatically controlled by photo sensor,
should it is equipped with it, and the output level of the light may change according to the brightness level of the ambient light.
It is suggested to use “Auto calibrate” to set the working light level which has a self-learning process to get rid of the ambient light interference to
get the accurate result.
Or you may choose to manually set the working light level. It is essential to exclude the ambient light when setting working light level manually,
such as doing it in the night or shut the curtains so as to provide sufficient and comfortable lighting and max the energy saving.

Parameter for luminaire with sensor
Suggested parameters settings for different zones
Zone

Open office area

Meeting room

Timer 1

25

25

Timer 2

1

1

Min Level

50

80

Linkage

Scenes

Switches

50%

No scene

You may associate the “ALL
OFF” scene to the button on
the switch so to quickly turn
off all lights when leaving
office.

80%

Configure PPT/Lecture
scenes.

Associate PPT/Lecture
scenes to SCENE button on
the panel.
Associate PPT/Lecture
scenes to SCENE button on
the switch.

30-40

5

80

80%

Configure PPT/Lecture
scenes.

Storage room

10

1

80

80%

No scene

No switch

Corridor

10

1

50

50%

No scene

No switch

Classroom

Recommend commission procedure
Preparation
Work

Preparation, script

Install light, power
on test

Lights, groups,
scenes setting

Create QR code,
name

Add light, name

Create group, add
members

Add switch, name

Set switches

Set timers.

Light with
sensors setting

Set parameter for
lights with sensors

Set linkage light
level

Set auto light level
of the light

Project delivery

Share QR code

Create scene,
setting

Download the APP

Keilton iOS

Keilton Android
@GooglePlay

Please scan the QR code according to your phone type to download APP.
* Support most Android smart phones. Some Android phone models may not support due to the phone's hardware or firmware issues.
* APP needs access to network and Bluetooth among others, please grand these privileges to the APP. APP will not collect user's private data.

Create and manage zones, pre-create groups and scenes

Start Keilton APP and click
“More”.

Click “My zones”.

Click “Create" on top-right
and then click “Confirm”.

Input the name of the QR
code then click “OK”.

A QR code represents an zone and the lights, switches and other devices in this zone. It is suggested to create QR
codes for all zones and pre-create all groups, scenes and their names to reduce work on site.

You may find all zones in
the list and click to switch
between them and also
change the name by
clicking the button.

Add lights

Press the “+”on the top left
corner in “Lights” page of
the APP.

APP will scan and list all
nearby lights that can be add
to the zone. Click a light to
turn on/off it so to locate it
quickly.

Click the checkbox on the
bottom right corner of the
light to select/un-select this
light.

Click the “Add” button to
add all selected lights to the
zone.

Click the “Add” button to
confirm. Light will blink to
indicate a successful add
operation.

Add lights
It's suggested to add lights zone by zone if there are many lights to be added. Do not power
on more than 100 lights at a time. And shut off the power of the lights that are not in the
current zone. That can prevent wireless communication jam due to too many lights sending
signals.

Please click “Back" button to
return to "Lights” page when
done.

You may see the newly
added lights in “Lights” page.
Please do it again if there
are lights that haven't been
added successfully.

Set name and rated power

Click a light's icon on “Lights”
page can quickly turn on/off it
to fast locate it.

Long press a Light will bring out
the dimming and managing
page of this light.

Click the light's name in the
upper left blue box to set the
name.
Click the wattage in the upper
right blue box to set the
wattage.

Input the light's name in the
box and click “OK" to save it.

Please note that the wattage is
the rated wattage after toptrim settings. E.g., you should
input 24 for a 30 watt light with
80% of top-trim setting.

Quick dimming

Click a light's icon on “Lights”
page can quickly turn on/off it.

Left right slide on a light's icon can quickly dim up and down.

Slide up and down on a tunable white light's icon can quickly
change its color temperature.

Dimming and tunning

Long press a Light will bring out
the dimming and managing
page of this light.

The dimming page varies according to the type of the lights, from left to right are dimming pages for mono-dimmable, tunable white, RGB dimmable and
direct/in-direct dimmable light. Please click and slide the controls to dim the lights.

Sensor setting

There are two working modes of motion sensors, their
behaviors in auto mode are defined as follow, please
refer to the product spec for more details:
• Occupancy sensor, auto turns on when motion
detected, and auto turns off when 1st/2nd timer
timed out.
• Vacancy sensor, manual turns on when people
entered the area and auto turns off when 1st/2nd
timer timed out.
1st and 2nd time delay may set to “infinite” to prevent
lights from turning off to meet special requirement for
certain applications.

There is a sensor setting icon
on the bottom right corner of
the dimming page, click this
icon to set the sensor's
parameters.

You may enable/disable sensors. And setting the parameters for the
PIR sensor. Please click the “Save” button on the top right corner to
save the settings. (Enable, disable sensors will become effect
immediately without saving.)

Sensor ready setting

Sensor ready controllers have connectors that can connect to
LiteTrace Eco-Sensors and firmware is ready to work with sensors but
with sensors disabled under factory setting so it can work properly
without sensors by default.
Customers may upgrade sensor ready controllers by either:
• Connecting them with Eco-Sensors to convert them to sensor
controllers, or
• Adding them to a group with sensor controllers and enable
linkage, so that they can be link activated by sensor controllers
In either way, please enable the sensors for sensor ready controllers
and set the parameters so they can work properly.
The sensors will be disabled again if you reset them to factory
settings.

Photocell setting

For photocell sensors, the default ON/OFF threshold is 10/60 fc. User may
change the thresholds. Click the button of 5fc/50fc/100fc will set 5/50/100
fc as ON threshold respectively and the lights will turn on/off several times
to auto-calculate the OFF threshold. User may input a specified fc value as
ON threshold and click the “Cal” button to calculate the OFF threshold
based on it.

It will prompt a notice message during the calibration process. Please wait
until the calibration ends. The light will quick flash several times if it failed to
calculate the OFF threshold successfully. Please try to calibrate in another
time. One possible reason for calibration failure is there are too much
ambient light so please not do it during the broad day light.

Create group

Click the “+” on the upper
left corner of the “Group”
page to create a new group.

Input the group's name in
the dialog and click “OK”.

Click the checkbox on the bottom right
corner of a light's icon to select/de-select
the light. Click the “Save” button on the
top right corner after select all
appropriate members to save the group.

Manage a group

You may see all the groups
in the “Group” page.

Click the “Member” button of a
group to manage the member
lights of this group.

Left slide on a group will bring
out a “Delete” button on the
right, click this button may delete
this group.

Group control

Click the toggle button on the upper
right corner of a group to quick turn
on/off the lights in this group on the
“Group” page.

Click the “Dimming” button on the
bottom right corner of a group to
dimming the lights in this group.

The available dimming control in the dimming page is shown according to
the lights type in this group.
The light types in the group are shown on the bottom of the dimming
page. You may choose to dim certain type of lights in this group.
You may also set the wattage for all lights in this group in a batch. This is
not the total wattage of the group, it is the wattage for each light in this
group.

Group linkage, sensor setting and auto point

Click the “Link” toggle button for
a group to turn on/off linkage
function for this group.

Click the “Linkage” button of a
group to set the linkage brightness
level of this group.

Set the linkage brightness level
on the dimming control.
Click “Saving linkage brightness”
button to save the setting.

Click the “Auto” button in the
middle of the group to set all the
lights in this group to Auto mode
and controlled by sensors.

If there are lights with sensors in
this group, then you may set the
sensors parameter by click the
sensor icon on the bottom right
corner.

Create a scene

Click the “+” button on the upper
left corner of the “Scene" page to
create a new scene.

Input the scene's name in
the dialog and click “OK”.

Click the icon on the upper left
corner to select an appropriate
icon for this scene in the popup
icon selection dialog.

You may select the lights or group
for this scene in the lights/group's
selection area on the bottom.
Long press a light or a group may
dim this light or group.

Click the “Save” button on the top
right corner after all settings are
done to save the scene.

Edit a scene

You may recall the scene by click the
icon of this scene in the “Scene” page.
The lights included in this scene will
return to the light level in this scene.

Long press a scene in the “Scene”
page may edit this scene.

Delete a scene

Click the “-” button on the upper
right corner of the “Scene” page
to select and delete scenes.

Click the checkbox on the bottom right corner
of a scene's icon to select/de-select this scene,
then click the “Delete” button on the upper
right corner to delete all selected scenes.

Hold time for a scene

A scene will be hold for a certain time according to whether motion sensors are enabled and T1/T2 settings:
• No motion sensors, or motion sensors are disabled, then the scene will be hold until next operation, either manually or by schedules.
• Motion sensors and linkage are enabled, then the scene will be hold for T1+T2 period, and the timer will be restarted if motion is detected.

Add a switch
How to Enter the pairing mode
Please follow the instructions to set the switches to “Commissioning" mode after the APP starting to
search and add switches so that you can add them into the zone.
The switches will automatically exit the “commissioning” mode after 30 seconds or pressing a button.

1
2

1

2
3

Press the button 1
and 2 together and
hold for 2 seconds
and then release.

Click the “+” on the upper left
corner of the “Switch” page to
search and add switches.

It shows the newly added switches
number in the searching page.
Click “Done” button to return to “Switch”
page after successfully added the
switches.

Press the button 1
and 3 together and
hold for 2 seconds
and then release.

Press the button 1 and
3 together and hold for
2 seconds and then
release.

Press button 3 on a sequence of
“3-short and 2-long press”, short
press means press the button
and release immediately while
long press means press and hold
the button for 2 seconds then
release.
* for some early models the
sequence is “133231” short
press.

Change the switch's name, delete switch

You can see all switches in the
“Switch” page. Click the setting
button on the upper right
corner of a switch to set it.

Click the switch's name on the
upper left corner in the setting
page to change the switch's
name.

Input the new name of the switch
then click “OK” to save.

Click the delete button on the upper left corner of the
setting page to delete this switch from the project.
Click the “Back” button on the upper left corner to return
to “Switch” page.

Set a switch

Button functions vary for different types of switches. Some buttons
have pre-defined functions and can not be associated to scenes.
Please set the functions of the switches according to their types.
Which:
Associate scenes: associate scenes to a button and then it will change
between these scenes when user press this button. Usually, a button
can be associated up to 3 scenes.
Associate light: associate a button to a light then you may turn on/off
the light by pressing this button.
Associate group: associate a button to a group then you may turn
on/off the group by pressing this button.

Click the “lights” to select a light
to be associated to the switch.

Click the “Groups” to select a
group to be associated to the
switch.

Click the scenes to select/de-select
scenes to be associated the button.

Create a schedule

Click " Schedule” in “More” page.

Click the “+” on the upper right
corner of the schedule list page
to add a new schedule.

Click the name on the upper left
corner to change the schedule
name.

Click the toggle button to
enable/disable the schedule.

Set a schedule

Click “Scheduled” to set the
schedule action.

You may choose to associate to a light, group or a scene.

Set a schedule

Click “Set time” to set the time
of the schedule.

You may choose to repeat the
schedule and the date and time.

You may choose to run schedule
just once at specified time and
date.

Click “Fade time” to set the action fading time for the schedule action.

Delete, enable, disable schedule

Left swipe on a schedule on the
schedule list page and then click
“delete” to delete this schedule.

You may click the enable/disable
button on the right of the schedule to
“enable” or “disable” the schedule in
schedule list page.

Auto point of the luminaire
The lights with sensors (motion sensor, photo sensor) can detect human movements and auto turn on/off light and detect natural light by
photo sensor to automatically dim up/down light while keeping sufficient and comfortable lighting to provide healthy, comfortable and
energy saving lighting.
There will be an "A” in the center of the light's icon if the light is in auto control mode and the on/off, light level are automatically controlled
by sensors.
The light with light sensor will remember the data recorded by the sensor, not the light level of this light. So the light can fully harvest natural
light to dim itself while keeping a comfortable and healthy lighting and save energy at the same time.
To maximize the energy saving, it is essential to get rid the ambient light interference when setting the auto light level, otherwise the light
may not save much energy as expected.
There are two ways to quick, conveniently set the auto light level.
•

By "Auto calibrate”, user specify parameters and the lights will automatically remove the ambient light interference by self-learning
process to determine the appropriate auto light level. It is suggested to test with one light in real or simulated environment to find the
appropriate parameters and then quickly batch set the lights by “Auto calibrate”.

•

By “Manually setting”, to customize the auto light level. In this way the light will remember the light reading from the sensor directly
without deduct the ambient light. It is user's responsibility to make sure the light level is correct, say, set it in the night or with the blind
closed.

Auto calibrate an auto point

Click "Auto calibration” in
“More” page.

Select the group in the pop up
page. Click the toggle button to
the right of the group may turn
on/off this group to help you
confirm.

Choose the appropriate target
light level and color temperature
(if the lights are tunable white)
and then click “Start” button.

You will see a prompt that lights
will automatically turn on/off for
several times to do the selflearning process.

A prompt message will shown after the auto
calibration. Lights will change to auto mode.
Please manually turn on/off the lights to
confirm it.

Manual set auto point

Please make sure the lights are in auto mode before
you set it manually. The light is in auto mode when
there is an “A” in the icon of the light.
You may set the light to auto mode by turning on the
light or clicking the “Auto" button on a group.

Use the APP to dim the light or group when it is in auto mode and confirm
the light level and color temperature are appropriate for auto lighting and
then click the “Set auto light level” button on the bottom.

The lights will read the current light level
from sensors and also record the current
color temperature and save them as the
auto light level.

Control sole share via QR code
Admin privilege: With privilege for all operations, only the users with high privilege can share high privilege QR code.
User privilege: user can dim and call scene, but can not add, delete, change lights, group or scene.

Click “My zone" in "More” page to see all the
zones in the APP.
The first zone is for the current zone in use.
Click “Admin”, “User” to share the zone to
others with different privileges.

Share zone to others.

By click Scan button in “My zones"
page to scan QR code and get
control of the zone.

Point the camera of the phone to
the QR code to scan.
Click the “Album” on the bottom to
scan the QR code pictures in the
phone's album.

Click “Save” in “ My zones "page to
save the QR code as pictures to album
so that you may send them to others.

Check light, group, scene and device information

Click “Light information” in “More” page to check all light, group, scene information in the project.

Click “Device information” in
“More” page to check all gateway,
transformer and sensor information
in the project.

Check nearby lights

You may check the powered-on lights and devices nearby. It may help to solve problems
during commission process.

Click "Nearby lights” in “More”
page.

Lights and devices nearby will be
shown here. Include the zone
name which the lights belong to,
the name of the lights, MAC
address, type, ID and RSSI.

High trim, low-end trim

You may limit the max power output by setting the high trim.
Low-end trim will limit the lowest level that the daylight
harvesting sensor can dim to.

Click "Trim settings” in “More”
page.

Select the light or group to set.

Please click the “Send” button
respectively after setting the
parameter to send it to lights.

Circadian rhythms

The circadian rhythms will automatically change the color temperature of the light according
to the time of the day. To simulate the natural light.
It only applies to tunable white lights.

Timer 1：08:00

Color will be set to the warmest possible value before timer 1, then it
will eventually change to the coolest possible value until timer 2 and
change back to the warmest until timer 3.
For stepless-color-tunable controllers, the color change will be
smooth. For color-selectable controllers, it will calculate and switch to
the nearest color at any given time.

Timer 2：12:00

Circadian rhythm only works when lights are in auto mode and light
level will be automatically controlled by photosensors if they are
enabled, or kept stable otherwise.
Circadian will be terminated when user manually change the color, or
call a scene by APP/switch/schedule.

Click “Circadian Rhythms” in “More” page to
enable circadian rhythms lighting.

Timer 3：18:00

Motion Sensor Testing

It can be used to test whether the motion sensors are working properly.
You must set the lights to “auto” mode before testing motion sensors. Then click “Motion
sensor test” and it will turn off lights but keep sensors working. Waling around the motion
sensor detecting area will trigger the lights. So you may test or demonstrate the motion
sensor function.

Click "Motion sensor testing”
in “More” page.

Click “Motion sensor test”and all lights with motion
sensors will be turned off but motion sensors in working.
Movement inside the motion sensor detection area will
trigger and turn on the lights.

Restore factory setting By Keilton App

Click the “Select” button on the
upper right corner in “Light”
page.

Tick all lights you want to delete
and reset.

Click the “Delete” button on the
upper right corner to delete and
reset all selected lights.

You may only delete light
in this zone.

Restore factory setting by Power sequence
You may reset a light to factory set by multiple power on/off it.
Follow the steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Prepare: power on the light, wait for 8 seconds then power off, wait for 10 seconds.
First power on, power off immediately after the light went on, then wait for 10 seconds.
Second power on, power off immediately after the light went on, then wait for 10 seconds.
Third power on, power off immediately after the light went on, then wait for 10 seconds.
Forth power on and wait for 8 seconds when light went on, and then turn off and wait for 10 seconds.
Fifth power on and wait for 8 seconds when light went on, and then turn off and wait for 10 seconds.
Sixth power on and light blink to indicate it has been reset successfully. Light that have been successfully deleted will be restore to factory
settings and all data will be deleted.

Note: wait for 10 seconds to ensure the module is powered off completely. The duration is depend on the driver and the power supply. You may
shorten it in the manual if the driver can cut power in a shorter time. For example, if the driver can cut power to module within 3 seconds, then you
may change the “wait for 10 seconds” to “wait for 3 seconds” to facilitate the reset time on site.

System Capacity
Luminaires

Up to 100 lights in a zone. Please divide to different zones if you have more than 100 lights.

Luminaire/ group

A light can be a member of up to 20 groups. It will exit from the first group if you add it to the 21st group.

Scene

Up to 32 scenes can be set to a light. The first scene will lose if you add it to 33rd scene.
Up to 127 scenes can be set to a zone.

Schedule

Up to 32 schedules can be set to a zone.

Switch

Up to 10 switches can be set to a zone. Note: switch and light are calculated separately. Adding switches to zone does not reduce the
lights number.

Zones

Unlimited zones per APP on a mobile phone.

Data persistence

All settings, include sensor/group/scene/parameters/switch settings are saved on individual luminaire controllers so the system can run
when it recover from a power outage, or without network connection.

Please contact sales@litetrace.com when you more questions, thanks for your reading.

